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OUR HOME + PETS
We live in a small, tucked-away community in a suburban Southern California home. Our house is one of many on our street with 
children aged 4 to 14, and we all get together often to spend time and celebrate together whenever we can! Our home is one with 
a “nearly always open door” policy. We frequently have family and friends over for dinner or to watch sporting events. Our home’s  
sense of community and belongingness is important to us, and that sense is primarily what drove us to move to where we currently 
live. Although we certainly love our human company, we also cherish our furry family. We share our house with two additional 
companions: Franklin and Charli, our affectionate and sweet pups. 

WHAT LED US TO ADOPTION
We have been blessed already through the adoption journey as we have both grown immensely as individuals and as a family solely from 
learning more about what adoption actually is and, more importantly, what it can be like for birthmothers and adoptive parents. We both 
have long-held ambitions to grow our family. We recognize we are in a stable and healthy place in our lives and we can offer a nurturing 
and loving home for a beautiful life. The moment we first brought up adoption, it was like a switch flicked in our hearts and our minds 
immediately. This process is so much bigger than us, and we adamantly wish to bring happiness and peace of mind to our family and to 
another. 

Jacob, or Jake, is a Marine Intelligence Officer with seven years of service. He plans to 
transition out to become a data scientist in 2024. His personal hobbies include playing 
baseball and basketball, drumming, and writing music. As a self-proclaimed “perpetual 
student,” Jake is passionate about philosophy, societal issues and awareness, and 
general learning. Miranda is a loving and caring person who enjoys helping others, 
which is what led her to her career as a registered nurse. Miranda currently works in 
an outpatient clinic with dialysis patients. She has always enjoyed baking and cooking, 
especially trying out new recipes. She recently started exploring a newfound enjoyment 
for art. Together we enjoy beach trips, puzzles, game nights, bowling, and finding active 
things to do together. 

about us
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OCCUPATION

EDUCATION

RACE

SPORT

FOOD

HOBBY

TRADITION

MUSICAL GROUP

MOVIE

DREAM VACATION

HOLIDAY

TV SHOW

SUBJECT IN SCHOOL

BOOK

Registered Nurse

Bachelors of Science Nursing

Caucasian 

Football

Anything chocolate

Baking

Making Christmas cookies

Country 

The Notebook 

Ireland

Halloween

New Girl

Science

The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo

Marine Intelligence Officer

Bachelors of Arts Psychology

Caucasian 

Football

Brisket 

Music

Chargers Games

Sublime

Big Fish

Scotland

Thanksgiving

The Office 

Psychology

The Alchemist
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Miranda is one of four daughters raised by two 

loving parents. Her mother spent most of her 

childhood at home with her and her sisters while her 

dad worked as an electrician and started his own 

company. Their familial sense of unity and fellowship 

transcends the miles between family members as 

they can be found catching up over phone calls and 

video calls daily. 

Jake is one of two sons. His mother and father are 

separated, with his father living in East Texas as 

the owner of an electrical company and his mother 

living in Vermont near where his brother’s family 

lives. Jake’s family has established roots all over 

the country, affording them the opportunity to 

frequently travel the country and see new areas!

Because of this distance, friendship has become 

paramount to our household. We consider our 

closest friends to be family, and those bonds have 

likewise withstood the crucible of time and distance. 

Our family-friend communities are, and will remain, 

elemental to the foundation on which our family 

and community grow. Though the distance and 
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We would like to start by acknowledging how incredibly strong and selfless you are. We will never be able to 

understand the gravity of this choice for you, but we do respect it beyond anything we can write in words. We hope 

that you always know in your heart how grateful we are and how sincerely we will always respect you if you consider us 

on this journey. 

Though we, nor anyone, can understand the intricate details of your life or what ultimately led you to us, but we do 

know that it is never too late to make a choice that is best for whom and what we truly care most about. We cannot 

begin to understand what you are going through right now, but we do know that it takes much love and selflessness to 

make a decision like this. 

Though we do not know how the road will look, we do know our principles will continue to guide us on our path to 

growing our family. We have always believed in the adage that it takes a village to raise a child - and we have, and 

always will, embrace that notion. We value honesty, education, and respect as foundations to our household.  More 

than anything, we value love and expressing it. 

We could not be more grateful to you for considering allowing us to grow the family we've been waiting for and share 

all of the love that we have to offer. 

With Love,

JAKE + MIRANDA


